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In addition to his many recreational activiThe RUSH Foot is available in two custies, Grimm says his new foot has helped him
tom sole options, the full rocker sole,
to do other things as well, such as paint his
worn by Grimm, and most suitable for
kitchen, which required climbing up and down
patients with transfemoral, knee disarladders. He adds that he is anxious to try new
ticulation, and hip disarticulation ampumodels of the foot if they become available.
tations, and the half rocker sole, which is
Grimm is also in the business of giving back.
more appropriate for patients with transIn addition to hanging out with his friends on
tibial amputations. Swain says feedback
the U.S. Paralympic Cycling Team, he works
from beta test patients like Grimm has
with returning injured veterans at the local
been illuminating for the Ability DynamDepartment of Veterans Affairs (VA) center
ics team, so much so that Grimm’s contributions led to the differentiation between
to teach them basic skills and maneuvers to
models. Up until Grimm tried the RUSH
increase their mobility and quality of life.
Grimm takes a rare moment of rest on his front porch
Foot, Ability Dynamics was working
“You would be surprised at the number of
with his wife, Mary. Photograph courtesy of John Grimm.
mostly on solutions for transtibial ampupeople who really need help,” Grimm says.
tations. His perspective also offered information on another “Right now my trainer, Jim Boyer, is working with 13 amputees.
factor that might affect performance because he uses a micro- I asked if he needed a hand and he said, ‘Thank you. I need you.’
I said that I would come in and teach them to do this and that,
processor knee.
“To have an older person who was wearing a microprocessor trying to get them off their duffs. I tell them that there’s a lot
knee really gave us a look into the lifestyle of a picture-perfect more to life out there. Just because you lost a part doesn’t mean
type of consumer,” Swain explains. “Even though people like you’re dead…. My wife says that when I pass away, she’s going
John might represent a smaller portion of the patient popula- to donate me to the Mayo Clinic so they can take me apart and
tion, there is definitely a lot of momentum for microprocessor find out what makes me tick.” O&P EDGE
products right now, so we wanted to make sure that the RUSH
Foot could be utilized appropriately and effectively for those Clayton Moore is a freelance writer based in Boulder, Colorado. He specializes in many subjects including medical technology, aviation, business, and entertainment features. Clayton
patients who are wearing them.”
can be reached at claywriting@yahoo.com
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